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Abstract—Nowadays, we are witnessing the diffusion of Stream Processing Systems (SPSs) able to analyze data streams in near realtime. Traditional SPSs like STORM and FLINK target distributed clusters and adopt the continuous streaming model, where inputs are processed as soon as they are available while outputs are continuously emitted. Recently, there has been a great focus on SPSs for scale-up machines. Some of them (e.g., BRISKSTREAM) still use the continuous model to achieve low latency. Others optimize throughput with batching approaches that are, however, often inadequate to minimize latency for live-streaming applications. Our contribution is to show a novel softwate engineering approach to design the runtime system of SPSs targeting multicores, with the aim of providing a uniform solution able to optimize throughput and latency. The approach has a formal nature based on the assembly of components called building blocks, whose composition allows optimizations to be easily expressed in a compositional manner. We use this methodology to build a new SPS called WINDFLOW. Our evaluation showcases the benefits of WINDFLOW: it provides lower latency than SPSs for continuous streaming, and can be configured to optimize throughput, to perform similarly and even better than batch-based scale-up SPSs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With the increasing availability of large data volumes in the form of streams, there has been an eager demand for Stream Processing Systems (SPSs) able to process streams in a continuous fashion on commodity hardware by providing timely responses to the end users.

Streaming applications are modeled as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) of operators exchanging data items called tuples. Operators process tuples and produce outputs based on their business logic code. Traditionally, streaming applications have been developed through dialects of SQL (e.g., CQL [1]), where the semantics of relational algebra has been adapted to the streaming domain with proper constructs to deal with unbounded streams rather than finite tables. However, recent SPSs have extended the scope of their supported applications to go beyond the domain of relational algebra. This is done by dealing with both structured and unstructured data, and supporting the execution of complex computational tasks, even adding the possibility to leverage external tools for specific domains (e.g., TensorFlow and PyTorch for Machine Learning [2]).

In terms of their runtime system, popular SPSs like STORM [3] and FLINK [4] are based on the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), and are designed to scale out on several interconnected machines. This has an impact on a set of aspects (data de-/serialization, inter-process communication and resource scheduling) that are inefficient when the processing is done on a single scale-up machine [5, 6, 7].

The efficient exploitation of multicores requires to rethink the runtime system (or simply runtime) design of SPSs. Systems adopting the continuous streaming model allow the processing of inputs as soon as they are available, and operators are executed by independent threads. This approach is adopted by popular SPSs like STORM and FLINK, and by some research prototypes for multicores like BRISKSTREAM [8], with the ultimate goal of minimizing latency. An alternative trend for designing new SPSs for scale-up servers is to change the runtime system design to enhance the throughput by fitting at best the memory bandwidth of the machine. Some new prototypes implement this approach by adopting the discretized streaming model (inspired by the morsel-driven parallelism in [9]), where inputs are buffered in batches that are then scheduled to a pool of available threads. Threads execute entire pipelines of operators as a tight loop on the batch elements, until a pipeline breaker (e.g., a keyby distribution) is reached. Recent research works (e.g., STREAMBOX [10] and others [11]) successfully adopt this approach, and are able to implement applications composed of relational algebra operators exchanging structured records of data. However, most of their optimizations (e.g., automatic code generation) are hard to be extended to more general application domains. Furthermore, the buffering required to build properly sized batches (often in the order of thousands of inputs to amortize the scheduling cost) prevents achieving small end-to-end latencies. For this reason, and thanks to their peak throughput on multicores, such prototypes are mostly used to process offline streaming tasks with in-memory data rather than real live-streaming applications.

From this past experience, two main trends for designing SPS runtimes on multicores can be identified: one more latency oriented, and the other more throughput oriented.
In this regard, the primary contribution of this work is to present a novel software engineering strategy proposing a unified approach that increases the abstraction level of the implementation of SPS runtimes. To the best of our knowledge, this has not been studied before from the software engineering perspective. Our approach inherits several features of traditional runtimes for continuous streaming, like having independent threads per operator connected by queues for data exchange. In addition, it identifies a minimal set of customizable building blocks that can be composed according to a formal semantics. Building blocks are recurrent data-flow compositions of interconnected activities, and they can be used as an abstraction layer representing an algebra of programs. Some features of our building blocks are:

- we provide formal transition rules and a grammar of building blocks. This formal approach defines a powerful abstraction layer able to describe many streaming DAGs suitable for modeling applications in a wide set of domains needing streaming support;
- our novel abstraction layer allows system designers to reason about optimizations in an easier way, by developing new strategies in terms of how building blocks are composed;
- their compositions model operator chaining and the removal of centralization points. Furthermore, the input size and processing granularity can be tuned to optimize latency or increase throughput;
- their producer-consumer semantics simplifies the explicit memory management in languages like C++, and helps to make it transparent to the user;
- they help in mapping the operators onto the cores of the machine in an effective manner through pinning strategies leveraging the structured nature of the runtime;
- they can be implemented in different ways (e.g., with thread-based, actor-based or task-based parallelism).

We provide an implementation of this methodology within the WindFlow library targeting multicore architectures. WindFlow is written in modern C++17, and provides an efficient implementation of building block compositions. In particular, our contributions with the library are:

- our building blocks are implemented using thread-based parallelism and lock-free queues with different concurrency control mechanisms, to efficiently deal with backpressure and exploitation of hardware multi-threading;
- the experimental validation is based on seven real-world streaming applications. The evaluation shows that WindFlow is able to model common DAGs, and it is faster than Flink and Storm and the recent JVM-based prototype BriskStream.

WindFlow has also been compared with the C++-based solution StreamBox. This allows us to show that high throughput can be achieved owing to a proper combination of building blocks, configured to exchange and process sufficiently sized inputs, rather than changing the runtime to schedule large batches dynamically;

- the source code of the library and all applications implemented with all frameworks have been released open-source for reproducibility.

The methodology developed in this paper extends our prior work [12] in several directions: i) we provide a formal description and semantics of our building blocks to implement the whole runtime system of a SPS expressing general streaming DAGs, while our previous publication studied the implementation of specific parallel operators (sliding-window operators) without providing any formal semantics; ii) this new study analyzes the performance impact of several implementation techniques in terms of pinning strategies, concurrency control mechanisms, and small batching not studied before; iii) the experimental evaluation in this paper is done by comparing against research-based SPSs (BriskStream and STREAMBox), and not only against traditional SPSs (Storm and Flink).

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the library with its C++17 standard for template argument deduction by the compiler (Class Template Argument Deduction-CTAD [13]). In this part, we will give an overview of the library with the set of available operators and the API to create applications.

### 2 WindFlow Overview

WindFlow is a header-only library, designed by using generic programming leveraging the recent features of the C++17 standard for template argument deduction by the compiler (Class Template Argument Deduction-CTAD [13]). In this part, we will give an overview of the library with the set of available operators and the API to create applications.

#### 2.1 Operators

WindFlow provides a set of basic and windowed operators that can be interconnected in data-flow graphs. Operators can be internally replicated to increase their throughput, with internal replicas working on a subset of the inputs received by the operator. Table 1 reports the operators offered by WindFlow. The column distribution shows how inputs are delivered to the operator replicas: forward means that every input can be assigned to any replica, keyby sends all the inputs having the same key attribute (e.g., a specific field of the tuples) to the same replica, and complex distributions deliver the same input to one or more replicas according to some predefined policies. For the Source the distribution is undefined since its replicas never receive inputs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>SRC</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sink</td>
<td>SNK</td>
<td>Forward/KeyBy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Forward/KeyBy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Forward/KeyBy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlatMap</td>
<td>FM</td>
<td>Forward/KeyBy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accumulator</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>KeyBy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 1: Standard operators available in WindFlow.
The Source is in charge of generating a stream of tuples all having the same type. The Sink is responsible for absorbing the inputs without generating any output. The Filter drops all the tuples not respecting a user-defined predicate. The Map produces one output per input while the FlatMap produces zero, one or more outputs per input (inputs and outputs may have different data types). The Accumulator maintains a state for each value of the key attribute. For each input, a user-defined processing function works on that input and on the corresponding state of its key, and the new value of the state is produced in output by the operator.

Some applications require to periodically repeat user-defined computations over finite portions of the stream having often the form of moving windows [14], [15], which can be of different types (e.g., tumbling, sliding and hopping). WINDFLOW provides specific operators to express window-based computations and to execute them in parallel when windows activate very frequently.

Differently from relational algebra SPSs (e.g., historical ones like in [16], and more recent ones like [10], [17]), WINDFLOW operators work on inputs conveying structured or unstructured data, and the transformation logic can be fully defined by the user. Furthermore, stateful computations (with keyby partitioning) can be configured in customized operators, by keeping an internal state implemented by a user-defined data structure in each replica.

2.2 API

We designed the API of WINDFLOW to be similar to the ones of traditional SPSs, like STORM and FLINK. Hence, our goal is to target general-purpose stream processing, with support for generic operators as well as their stateful definition (with user-defined states provided in input to the operator business logic code). Therefore, our API is targeting end users with data analytics problems. For specific application domains like streaming queries, expressible with relational algebra, we can design in the future a SQL-based domain specific language on top of the WINDFLOW’s API, like in other tools. However, this is not the scope of this paper. In the following, we will focus on how operators can be created and how applications are composed in WINDFLOW.

2.2.1 Creating Operators

WINDFLOW provides a compositional fluent interface based on builder classes. Figure 1 shows how to create a Map using its builder class Map_Builder. By leveraging the CTAD feature of C++17, the template arguments for instantiating the Map class (the data types input_t and output_t in the figure) are automatically deduced by the signature of the function provided to the builder constructor.

```cpp
class Map_Facet {
public:
    output_t operator()(const input_t &i) {
        return .. // code here
    }
};

Map_Facet mapF;
Map map = Map_Builder{mapF}.withName("myMap").withParallelism(5).build();
```

Fig. 1: Example of instantiation of the Map operator with the C++17 fluent interface.

The library does not rely on class inheritance to define the logic of the operators (to avoid the little overhead of virtual function calls). WINDFLOW accepts several signatures for each operator, where the logic can be provided either as a plain function, as an anonymous lambda, or through functor objects like in Figure 1. This latter option allows logics that are not purely functional to be used by the operator: the state can be implemented as internal variables of the functor object, and the runtime system guarantees that each replica uses a distinct copy of the object.

The customization is done with the method chaining technique, where configuration options are set with specific methods. Finally, the build() method creates the instance of the properly configured operator. In the figure, the Map is created with five replicas and with a name (the string “myMap”) used for logging purposes. Other options are available depending on the operator type.

2.2.2 Creating Applications

Applications are developed using the MultiPipe and the PipeGraph constructs. In its basic definition, a MultiPipe is a set of parallel pipelines of operator replicas, where a replica of an operator in a pipeline communicates either with one or with all the replicas of the next operator. When a replica receives inputs only from one replica of the previous operator (in the same pipeline), we call this communication pattern direct connection. A shuffle connection is when a replica receives inputs from all the replicas of the previous operator (e.g., because tuples are distributed on a keyby basis).

A MultiPipe can be created by adding a Source to the PipeGraph, which is the environment used to create and run the application. Figure 2 shows an example of instantiation, where the created MultiPipe is fed by a Source (previously created, and not shown in the code snippet for brevity). Then, two previously created operators are added to the MultiPipe. Finally, a Sink is added to the MultiPipe. The application is run by invoking the run() method on the PipeGraph. It terminates when all the Source replicas terminate, and all the generated values have been fully processed.

```cpp
PipeGraph app("myApp");
MultiPipe amp = app.add_source(mySource)
    .add(myFilter).add(myMap).add_sink(sink)
    .run();
```

Fig. 2: A simple WINDFLOW application.

To model more general DAGs, merge and split operations can be applied to MultiPipes. Figure 3 shows a MultiPipe obtained by merging two MultiPipes fed by different Sources, which is then split into two MultiPipes having different Sinks. All the operators in the figure have two replicas for simplicity. The API provides the merge() and the split() methods, the latter invoked on a MultiPipe by providing a splitting function stating how the outputs are assigned to the destination MultiPipes (called splitting branches). The function returns a vector of identifiers, one for each destination, in order to model unicast, multicast or broadcast distributions. In the last two cases, a copy of the input tuple is provided to each destination. Each MultiPipe in a branch is obtained with the select()
method invoked on the parent MultiPipe, and can be filled with new operators.

\[ \text{Pipe} : \text{Pipe}(\Sigma_1, \ldots, \Sigma_n) \]

\[ \text{Parallel Container} : [\Delta_1]_{i=1}^{n} \]

\[ \text{All-to-All} : \text{A2A}([\Delta_1]_{i=1}^{n}, [\Delta_2]_{i=1}^{n}) \]

\[ \Sigma ::= \text{Seq}(f) | \text{Comb}(\Sigma_1, \Sigma_2) | \text{Comb}(\Sigma', \{\Sigma_i\}_{i=1}^{n}) \]

\[ \Delta ::= \text{Pipe}(\Sigma_1, \ldots, \Sigma_n) | [\Delta_1]_{i=1}^{n} | \text{A2A}([\Delta_1]_{i=1}^{n}, [\Delta_2]_{i=1}^{n}) \]

**TABLE 2: BBs used to design the runtime system. The grammar shows which composition of BBs is admissible in the description language.**

![Diagram](image-url)

**Fig. 3: Merge and split of MultiPipes in WINDFLOW with the corresponding API.**

Merged MultiPipes must produce outputs of the same type, and the first operator added in each splitting branch must receive inputs with the same type of the outputs produced by its parent. These checks are done in the `run()` method by using the RTTI (RunTime Type Identification) feature of C++. In the next section, we present the formal approach that we used to design the runtime system.

### 3 Building Blocks

We adopt a formal software engineering approach based on the concept of elementary concurrent components called Building Blocks (BBs) [18], [19]. We point out that the existence of BBs, as well as their composition, is part of the runtime system level, and thus invisible to the end users of our library developing streaming applications. More specifically, we will use the Sequential Building Blocks (SBBs) and the Parallel Building Blocks (PBBs) described in Table 2. Each SBB processes the inputs in a First-Come First-Served manner and produces outputs. PBBs are structured graphs of interconnected SBBs and PBBs.

SBBs are wrappers executing sequential code and combinators. `Seq(f)` wraps a function `f` into a SBB applying `f` on each input sequentially. Each application of `f` may produce zero, one or multiple outputs. Combiners are defined based on other wrappers or even on other combinators. The processing semantics of `Comb(Seq(f1), Seq(f2))` is the one of the sequential composition of functions: each output produced by `f1` becomes the input of `f2`, and its outputs become the outputs of the whole combiner block. The application of the two functions is performed serially. This idea has been extended in the `fan-out` combiner `Comb(Seq(f1), Seq(g1))` that is admissible in the grammar of Table 2. Figure 4 shows the graphical notation of BBs.

\[ \text{Pipe} : \text{Pipe}(\Sigma_1, \ldots, \Sigma_n) \]

\[ \text{Parallel Container} : [\Delta_1]_{i=1}^{n} \]

\[ \text{All-to-All} : \text{A2A}([\Delta_1]_{i=1}^{n}, [\Delta_2]_{i=1}^{n}) \]

**Fig. 4: The set of SBBs and PBBs.**

PBBs allow SBBs to be interconnected in regular structures. An ordered chain of SBBs is allowed with the `Pipe` block, where the outputs of a SBB become inputs to the next one. Differently from the `Comb`, SBBs in the `Pipe` run in parallel on subsequent elements (stream). PBBs \( \Delta_1, \ldots, \Delta_n \) can
be grouped into a container $[\Delta_1, \Delta_2, \ldots, \Delta_n]$. We use the succinct notation $[\Delta]^n$. When all the PBBs are identical, we use $[\Delta]^n$ (without the index $i$ on $\Delta$). Furthermore, if the container contains only one PBB, we use $\Delta$ directly in place of $[\Delta]^n$. Finally, the all-to-all block $[A2A]^n$ allows PBBs to be interconnected in a shuffle communication pattern, where the rightmost SBBs within each PBB in the left container communicate with all the leftmost SBBs within the PBBs in the right container. When a SBB has multiple outgoing connections, each output is delivered to one of the output channels chosen randomly, or on the basis of some key attribute field, or using other complex policies. The production $\Delta$ in Table 2 shows the possible nesting of PBBs. The $Pipe$ is used to interconnect SBBs, while the $A2A$ interconnects two containers of PBBs allowing the nesting of $A2A$ with $Pipe$ blocks and with other $A2A$ blocks.

### 3.1 Utility Functions on PBBs

We introduce some utility functions performing transformations of PBBs that we use in our design in the next section:

- **combine-with-last**: $\triangleright: \Delta \times \Sigma \rightarrow \Delta$ combines a copy of the SBB $\Sigma$ with all the rightmost SBBs in $\Delta$;
- **pipe-with-last**: $\triangleright: \Delta \times \Sigma \rightarrow \Delta$ appends a copy of the SBB $\Sigma$ to all the rightmost $\operatorname{Pipes}$ in $\Delta$ (which are extended with this additional block at the end).

Figure 5 shows the semantics of these functions formally described through some transition rules (having the usual form of a set of premises and a consequence). One rule per function ($\triangleright_{\text{pipe}}$ and $\triangleright_{\text{pc}}$) is applied when $\Delta$ is a $Pipe$, which represents the base case. Other two are applied when $\Delta$ is an $A2A$ ($\triangleright_{\text{a2a}}$ and $\triangleright_{\text{a2a}}$) or a parallel container ($\triangleright_{\text{pc}}$ and $\triangleright_{\text{pc}}$) where the transformations are applied recursively.

### 4 WindFlow Design

The WindFlow library has been designed leveraging the previous set of BBs used with the formal composition rules presented in this section. We introduce the concept of Matryoshka (referred to as $M$), a compound BB obtained as composition of our BBs. We show what Matryoshka models, and how it has been used to build the MultiPipe structure, whose API has already been sketched in Figure 2.

#### 4.1 Matryoshka

The Matryoshka is the basic element of the MultiPipe. It models a set of pipelines that may have shuffle connections from one pipeline to another one. Examples of this structure are the ones within a rounded box in Figure 5. For example, direct connections exist between the two replicas of SRC1 and OP1, while shuffle connections interconnect the replicas of OP1 and OP2 in the first box of the figure.

We define these structures with the following grammar, where $\Phi$ is a $Pipe$ with any arbitrary length $m > 0$:

$$
\Phi \ ::= \ Pipe(\Sigma_1 \cdot \ldots \cdot \Sigma_m) \\
M \ ::= \ [\Phi]^n \mid A2A(\Phi)^n, \ M
$$

A “Matryoshka doll”, in the Russian tradition, is a set of decreasing size dolls placed one inside another. The innermost one is called seed. Following this analogy, our seed is a parallel container of $n > 0$ identical pipelines, while the recursive case are instances of the $A2A$ block where a new inner Matryoshka is nested in the right-hand side (fixed to have one block only). We define three utility functions. The first OutCard : $M \rightarrow N$ returns, given an input Matryoshka, the number of Pipes in its seed. The second $\triangleright: M \times [\Phi]^n \rightarrow M$ puts a parallel container of Pipes $[\Phi]^n$ (with any $n$) as the new seed of $M$. LastOP : $M \rightarrow T_{\text{op}}$ returns the type of the last operator added to the input Matryoshka. $T_{\text{op}}$ will be defined shortly. The transition rules of the utility functions are shown in Figure 5.

We introduce the three main operations that can be used to create and to modify Matryoshkas:

- **creation** of a Matryoshka starting from an operator, $\triangleright_{\text{create}}: \text{OP} \rightarrow M$ where $\text{OP}$ is the set of operators;
- **adding** of an operator into a Matryoshka, $\triangleright_{\text{add}}: \text{OP} \times M \rightarrow M$. Depending on the number of replicas of the operator, and on its distribution logic (e.g., forward, keyby or complex), the replicas are appended as SBBs to the Pipes in the innermost Matryoshka (direct connections) or, alternatively, by adding a new Matryoshka as the new seed (shuffle connections);
- **chaining** of an operator into a Matryoshka, $\triangleright_{\text{chain}}: \text{OP} \times M \rightarrow M$. If possible, this transformation combines the SBB implementing the replica of the operator to each rightmost SBB present in the Pipes of the seed.

Operators are denoted by a triple $\langle f_d, f_{op}, n \rangle \in \text{OP}$, where $f_d$ is the distribution function returning for each input $t$ one or more pairs $\langle t, \text{dst} \rangle$, where $\text{dst}$ is the index of the replica in charge of processing $t$ ($n > 0$ is the number of replicas). In case of multiple output pairs, the same input is delivered to more than one replica. The operators $M_{\text{op}}, F_{\text{op}},$ and $\text{SNK}$ use the forward distribution unless they are created with the keyby modifier. The function $\text{TypeId}(f_d)$ returns the type of the distribution $f_d$. The element $f_{op}$ is the processing logic of the operator returning zero, one or multiple outputs per input. We also introduce $\text{TypeId}(f_{op})$ to return the type of the operator, which is in the set $T_{\text{op}} = \{\text{SRC, SNK, M, FM, F, A, K, PW, PA, MR}\}$.

Figure 5 shows the rules of the create, add and chain operators. The semantics describes well-formed Matryoshkas where after a Sink no other operator can be added or chained (the Matryoshka is closed). In the basic case, Matryoshkas are created starting from a Source operator. However, we have relaxed this constraint because Matryoshkas can be created starting from any operator to model the split and merge of MultiPipes (see the next section).

The rule “create” generates a new Matryoshka (a seed) starting from an operator. Each replica is a Seq within a Pipe running the operator logic $f_{op}$. The rule “add-direct” is applied when the new operator has a forward distribution and the number of its replicas is equal to the number of Pipes in the seed of the input Matryoshka. In this case, we append a new Seq running $f_{op}$ to each Pipe of the seed. The rule “add-shuffle” is executed if the distribution type is not forward, or when the number of replicas is not equal to the number of Pipes in the seed of the input Matryoshka. The transformation inserts a new seed composed of the replicas of the operator logic implemented by a set of Seqs each within a Pipe. Before doing this, the input Matryoshka is modified by combining with its rightmost
4.2 MultiPipe

The MultiPipe allows Matryoshkas to be interconnected in acyclic graphs called S/M graphs (Split-and-Merge). In Figure 5, we used the merge operation to allow the replicas of OP4 to receive inputs from the replicas of OP2 and OP3, while the split operation is applied to distribute the outputs from OP4 to OP5 and SNK2. The library is able to model all the graphs generated by the following grammar:

\[
\Gamma : \Gamma \quad | \quad \Gamma \quad | \quad \Gamma \quad | \quad \Gamma \\
\Gamma^* : \Gamma \quad | \quad \Gamma \quad | \quad \Gamma \quad | \quad \Gamma \\
\Gamma^\star : \Gamma \quad | \quad \Gamma \quad | \quad \Gamma \quad | \quad \Gamma
\]

A MultiPipe \( \Gamma \) is either: i) a Matryoshka (terminal symbol), or ii) an A2A having \( n > 0 \) MultiPipes in the left-hand side and one \( \Gamma^\star \) in the right-hand side, or iii) an A2A having one \( \Gamma^\star \) in the left-hand side and \( n > 0 \) MultiPipes in the right-hand side. \( \Gamma^* \) and \( \Gamma^\star \) are two MultiPipe structures that are either terminal or an A2A with one terminal symbol in the left-hand side (\( \Gamma^* \)) or with one terminal symbol in the right-hand side (\( \Gamma^\star \)). Figure 8 shows one of the derivation trees of the graph in Figure 3.
The grammar does not generate graphs with \( n \times m \) fully-connected Matryoshkas (with both \( n, m > 1 \)). Extending the type of graphs supported can be done in the future.

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{Application Topology} \\
\begin{array}{c}
M_1 \\
\vdots \\
M_5
\end{array}
\end{array} \]

Fig. 8: A possible derivation tree of the application in Figure 3.

4.2.1 Split of MultiPipes

The split operation has effect on one of the rightmost Matryoshkas present in the WindFlow application, i.e. one that has not already been split or merged before and that is not closed (without a final Sink). We introduce the notion of splitting descriptor \( \zeta \in Z \) as a triple \( \zeta = < M, \{ op_i \}_{i=1}^n, f_s > \) with the following fields:

- \( M \) is one of the rightmost Matryoshkas, the one where we want to apply the split;
- \( \{ op_i \}_{i=1}^n \) is the set of \( n > 1 \) operators used to create the Matryoshkas that will receive the output values produced by \( M \). The destinations of the split are called branches;
- \( f_s \) is the splitting function (2.2.2) returning for each input \( t \) a pair \( < t, i > \) where \( i = 0, 1 \ldots n - 1 \) is the index of the branch where \( t \) is delivered. In case of multicast/broadcast distributions, \( f_s \) returns more pairs \( < t, i > \) with different \( i \) values for the same \( t \).

The splitting is defined as \( \xleftarrow{split}, Z \times \Gamma \rightarrow \Gamma \), and it is applied to the topmost MultiPipe describing the whole application. The semantics is stated by the rules in Figure 9. The first two rules call recursively the split operation in the right-hand side. The third and fourth rule are applied to terminal symbols (Matryoshkas). The rule “split-noeffect” is applied when the visit reaches a terminal symbol that is not the Matryoshka where the split must be applied, or, if it is the right one, it has already been terminated by a Sink. In both cases, the split operation does not have effect. The last rule \( split \), applies the split. The result is a new \( A2A \) where the Matryoshka \( M \) is the only block in the left-hand side, while the right-hand side is composed by \( n > 1 \) new Matryoshkas, each created starting from the corresponding operator in the splitting descriptor. The outputs delivered by the replicas of the last operator in \( M \) (\( op \) in Figure 9) must first be properly routed to one of the branches based on the splitting function, and then to one of the replicas within the destination operator based on its distribution function \( f_d \). This is done by combining with the rightmost SBBs in \( M \) a fan-out combiner \( \Sigma' \) defined starting from \( f_s \) and \( \{ f_d \}_{i=1}^n \).

4.2.2 Merge of MultiPipes

The merge operation unifies the output streams from independent MultiPipes, or from different rightmost Matryoshkas of the same MultiPipe, into a unique flow of values to be processed by next operators. We identify two different cases:

- \( merge-ind \): \( \Gamma^* \times OP \rightarrow \Gamma \) models the merge of \( n > 1 \) independent MultiPipes into a new MultiPipe. Independent means that the MultiPipes are not part of the same outermost MultiPipe (i.e. they are all at the topmost level). This operation takes as input the MultiPipes \( \Gamma_1, \ldots, \Gamma_n \) and the operator that will be fed by the union of their out-coming streams;
- \( merge \): \( \Xi \times \Gamma \rightarrow \Gamma \). We introduce the notion of merge descriptor \( \xi \in \Xi \) defined as a pair \( \zeta = < \{ M_i \}_{i=1}^n, op > \). Given a MultiPipe \( \Gamma \), we want to merge the subset \( \{ M_i \}_{i=1}^n \) of its \( n > 1 \) rightmost Matryoshkas. The unified stream will feed the new operator \( op \).

The semantics is based on the rules in Figure 10. They use the utility function \( R_{\text{most}} : \Gamma \rightarrow P(M) \) to get the set of the rightmost Matryoshkas within a MultiPipe. The rule “merge-ind” merges independent MultiPipes. The idea is depicted in the first example (left) of the figure. The result of the merge is an \( A2A \) having \( \Gamma_1 \) and \( \Gamma_2 \) in the left-hand side and the new Matryoshka in the right-hand side with the new operator receiving the unified stream. To do the distribution, a Seq running the distribution logic of the operator is combined with all the rightmost SBBs within \( \Gamma_1 \) and \( \Gamma_2 \). To be correct, independent MultiPipes can be merged if none of their rightmost Matryoshkas are closed (terminated by a Sink). We check this with the utility function \( \text{noSink} : \Gamma \rightarrow \{ \text{True}, \text{False} \} \). Its formal semantics

3. The case \( n = 1 \) is allowed by the grammar 2 although it is not useful. The API avoids \( n \) to be equal to 1.
is straightforward, and we omit it for brevity. If noSink returns False in at least one of the MultiPipes to be merged, merge-ind is undefined (this is avoided by the API).

The other rules apply within a MultiPipe to merge some of its rightmost Matryoshkas \( \{ M_i \}_{i=1}^n \). The rule “merge-noeffect” does not perform any change, because we recursively reached a sub-structure not involved in the transformation. The rule “merge1” applies recursively the merge on the right-hand side, while rule “merge2” applies recursively the merge on one branch \( \Gamma_j \) in the right-hand side, because \( \{ M_i \}_{i=1}^n \) are all in \( \Gamma_j \). Rule “merge4” applies the merge when \( \{ M_i \}_{i=1}^n \) are all the rightmost Matryoshkas of \( n > 1 \) MultiPipes that are sibling branches of the same split. In the second example in Figure 10, \( M_{2,3,4} \) are all the rightmost Matryoshkas of the second and the third branch of the same split. The merge operation creates a new MultiPipe \( \Gamma' \) having \( M_2 \) and \( \Gamma_2 \) in the left-hand side and the new Matryoshka (with the operator receiving the merged stream) in the right-hand side. Then, \( \Gamma_1 \) is re-structured to have \( M_1 \) in its right-hand side. All the rightmost SBBs within \( M_2 \) and \( \Gamma_2 \) are combined with a Seq running the distribution logic of the new operator. The last example is similar, where we want to merge the rightmost Matryoshkas of all the sibling branches of the same split. Rules “merge4” does not modify the MultiPipe, because the requested merge operation is not supported.

4.3 PipeGraph

The PipeGraph is the environment where the user can add Source operators, get access to the MultiPipes to be filled with new operators, and apply merge/split operations. The PipeGraph maintains the list of MultiPipes and their relationships. When the user wants to merge/split MultiPipes, the PipeGraph functionalities check if the transformation can be applied according to the semantics rules. The run() method builds the structure in terms of BBs, instantiates the corresponding threads (see the next part), and starts the application until the sources terminate generating the streams and all the tuples are processed.

4.4 Implementation

In this section, we present the implementation details of the BBs. WindFlow leverages the BBs implementation available in the FastFlow library (ver. 3.0) [8]. Since the BBs can be useful to develop other streaming libraries, they have been implemented in a separate software layer that extends, and specializes for the streaming domain, the one provided by FastFlow. In the ensuing description, we refer to a node as a SBB (a sequential wrapper or a combiner) not used within another combiner block. A node is a parallel execution entity receiving inputs from its incoming streams and delivering outputs to its out-coming streams.

Concurrence model. BBs are a layer decoupling the runtime design from its implementation. Nodes can be implemented in different ways, e.g., by dedicated threads, or through logical executors like Actors [23] or Tasks [21] that are scheduled on a pool of threads. Our current implementation is based on thread-based parallelism – each node is executed by a dedicated thread – which is also the model adopted by Storm, Flink and by some research prototypes [8]. This avoids the scheduling overhead of logical

4. FastFlow is an open-source parallel programming library available at https://github.com/fastflow

Fig. 10: Operational semantics of the merge operation applied to MultiPipes.
executors and allows the use in the operator functions of blocking calls with external devices/systems (e.g., key-value storage and logging systems) that may be inefficient with logical executors. However, in this model the use of more threads than the available cores leads to over-subscription and to time-sliced execution which might generate reduced performance. Chaining (available in WINDFLOW and in FLINK) is a practical approach to mitigate this problem by fusing replicas of different operators into the same thread.

**Data forwarding.** Streams are implemented by Single-Producer Single-Consumer (SPSC) lock-free queues, where the positions are memory pointers and atomic instructions protect the accesses to the queue without locks [22]. This lock-free design has been proved to be very efficient [23]. While the default queue used in WINDFLOW has a bounded capacity, the runtime can be configured to use an unbounded lock-free version [24] leveraging the bounded SPSC queue as memory buffers. The overhead of dynamic allocation of memory buffers is mitigated by keeping them in a fixed size cache. In terms of concurrency control, the queue supports blocking and non-blocking policies [25]. In the blocking policy, when the queue is empty or full (in case of fixed size capacity), the thread can be put to sleep on a condition variable, while for the non-blocking policy, it performs a busy-waiting loop with a small back-off between retries to improve responsiveness. The blocking variant is similar to the behavior of existing SPSs, while the lock-free non-blocking approach allows achieving highest performance as long as the number of threads does not exceed the number of physical cores. This will be shown in §5.

**Thread pinning and mapping.** In the WINDFLOW runtime, threads are pinned onto specific cores of the machine. This is in contrast with the design of traditional SPSs, where threads are scheduled by the OS. However, finding the best way to map threads onto cores is a complex problem, and strongly dependent on the application and the platform. Complex heuristics, based on profiling of the operator functions, have been developed in the past [8] and are orthogonal to our work since they can be adopted in any framework. Instead, we use an approach that is application and platform agnostic (and so not necessarily giving the best mapping). The idea is to rely on the fact that operators cooperate according to the producer-consumer paradigm, and that it is generally more efficient to execute communicating replicas on sibling cores sharing some level of cache to reduce the data forwarding latency and the overhead of data accesses. Our approach leverages the structure of the applications in terms of nested BBs. Cores are assigned to nodes through a sort of Depth First Search visit of the BBs derivation tree. Specifically, in the Pipe, cores are assigned to the internal blocks in a leftmost manner, while in the A2A the cores are assigned visiting the blocks from the left to the right in an interleaved manner, since blocks within the same parallel container do not communicate with each other. In §5 we will show the effectiveness of this heuristic strategy.

## 5 Evaluation

We present a performance comparison between WINDFLOW and traditional and research SPSs. We compare with STORM (version 2.1.0) and FLINK (version 1.9.0), two traditional SPSs based on the continuous streaming model (we disabled their fault-tolerance support since we execute on a single machine). We extend the analysis with a comparison with the scale-up prototype BRISKSTREAM [8] (still based on the JVM). Although the use of a system-level programming language like C++ brings a certain performance improvement per se, this comparison is useful to assess the potential of WINDFLOW with respect to existing (and in some cases) widely utilized tools. However, to make the performance evaluation stronger, we also compare with STREAMBOX [10], a C++-based SPS that uses a different streaming model (mosel-driven parallelism [9]). We use Java 11.0.5 and gcc 9.0.1 (–O3 optimization flag turned on). The machine is a two CPUs AMD EPYC 7551 with 128GB of RAM. Each CPU has 32 cores (64 hardware threads) with groups of four cores sharing an L3 cache of 8MB. Each core has a clock rate of 2.4GHz and an L2 of 512KB. Except for one specific experiment, we keep the logical thread contexts disabled to have stabler results. For all Java tests, we configured the maximum heap space to 32GB in order to avoid memory shortage errors in reading the input datasets. No significant performance difference has been measured with larger heap sizes.

### 5.1 Applications

We analyze seven applications used in the literature [2] and whose DAGs are in Figure 11. FraudDetection (FD) applies a Markov model [26] to calculate the probability of a credit card transaction being a fraud. SpikeDetection (SD) finds out the spikes in a stream of sensor readings using a moving-average operator and a filter. TrafficMonitoring (TM) processes a stream of events emitted from taxis in the city of Beijing. An operator leverages a geospatial library for detecting the road traveled by the vehicle given its GPS coordinates in the input event. The next operator computes the updated per-road average speed given the vehicle’s speed and road ID received in each input event. WordCount (WC) counts the number of instances of each word present in a text file. An operator splits the sentences into words, another operator counts the word instances. The Yahoo! Benchmark (YB) emulates an advertisement application. The goal is to compute 10-seconds windowed counts of advertisement campaigns that have the same type. LinearRoad (LR) emulates a tolling system for the vehicle expressways. The system uses a variable tolling technique [27] accounting for traffic congestion and accident proximity to calculate toll charges. Finally, VoipStream (VS) has been used in the evaluation of BLOCKMON [28]. It detects telemarketing users by analyzing call detail records using Bloom filters.

The applications have been originally developed in Java. For porting them in WINDFLOW, we translated the source code in C++17. We maintained the code identical by replac- ing the use of Java containers and hash tables with the equivalent ones available in the C++ Standard Template Library. Only for the TM application, we needed to translate the calls to an external library (GEOTOOLS) not available in C++ into the equivalent calls available in GDAL, a C++
For VS, the original source code for STORM utilizes different stream identifiers to enable different distribution strategies for tuples transmitted onto the same physical connection. To represent this in WINDFLOW, we modified the graph in order to be semantically equivalent but representable in the library. The same version (shown in the figure) has been implemented in FLINK and STORM to have a fair comparison. Figure 11 also shows the tuple distribution policies between operators (BD, FW and KB stand for broadcast, forward and keyby, respectively).

We point out that the selected applications belong to different domains. While some of them are representable with relational algebra operators (e.g., SD and LR), others involve the processing of unstructured data and user-defined functions. For example, VS instantiates several Bloom filters, FD instantiates a Markov model through a custom user-defined class, WC processes unstructured data (i.e., texts) while TM implements a stateful filter using as predicate the outcome of the evaluation of a geospatial library. Therefore, most of the applications are not expressible with relational algebra languages for streaming, like CQL and its dialects. Furthermore, in terms of code productivity, the implementation of the seven applications in STORM/FLINK/WINDFLOW consists of approximately the same amount of lines of code.

5.2 Building Blocks Utilization

Table 3 reports the number of BBs used in the seven applications. They are automatically created and composed following the formal transition rules described in §4. The application programmer is only involved in the definition of the operator business logic code, the used data structures, and in interconnecting operators through add/chain and split/merge operations on MultiPipes. The chosen applications allow us to test all the BBs, composing them in complex patterns. This is especially true in the case of the last two applications (LR and VS). Since they are both based on a complex DAG, they require a rich composition of BBs. Although there is not a unique way to compose our BBs to represent a given DAG, the table reports the number of used blocks based on the transition rules and the definitions given before, which represent the design choice adopted by the WINDFLOW runtime.

### Table 3: Building blocks used in the seven applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SBBs</th>
<th>Combiners</th>
<th>Pipes</th>
<th>Containers</th>
<th>All-to-Alls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FD</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YB</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VS</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Throughput Analysis

We evaluate the applications configured with one replica (i.e. thread) per operator. The sources generate tuples at maximum speed for 300 seconds and each run is repeated 50 times. The best configuration for FLINK is to use one task-manager process and to run its streaming environment within the same JVM of the calling program. In this way, all the threads share the same memory space by avoiding inter-process communications [29]. For BRISKSTREAM, the optimization proposed in [8] finds the best mapping of operators onto the cores to reduce remote memory accesses. Although bringing some performance improvements, we did not use this feature for two reasons: i) we are interested in the performance of the raw runtime system, while this optimization would be useful in all the SPSs, not only in BRISKSTREAM; ii) this optimization is hard-coded for the experiments and the machines used in [8], since it needs profiling of the operators in a representative workload before the real run (which is not always realistic) and requires manual profiling of the memory latencies. For this reason, we evaluated BRISKSTREAM in its standard execution mode.

Figure 12a reports the throughput and Figure 12b the speedup of WINDFLOW against the other SPSs. On average, WINDFLOW is 11.5, 9.2 and 9.8 times faster than STORM, FLINK and BRISKSTREAM. The largest speedup is with TM, where the improvement also depends on the differences between the two libraries used (GEOTools vs GDAL). In general, FLINK is better than STORM, while BRISKSTREAM outperforms STORM in all the applications. We found that one of the main reasons for the superior throughput advocated by BRISKSTREAM in [8] is the use of jumbo tuples,
while FLINK and STORM process tuples one-at-a-time to minimize latency. To have a fair comparison, and to assess the performance of BRISKSTREAM in processing the streams in a continuous fashion, the results in the figure are collected using jumbo tuples of one item only. The use of larger jumbo tuples will be described later in this section.

Use of parallel operators. Finding the optimal replication plan (amount of replicas for each operator) is a complex task. We use an approximate method where we measure the processing time per tuple spent in each operator and we compute its selectivity (number of outputs produced per input). Based on that, we compute the weighted average of the operator processing time on each tuple. We use this to understand how large/small should be the parallelism degree of an operator compared with the others. Therefore, the amount of replicas is assigned proportionally to these weights. We tried several configurations using the proportion found and minor manual adjustments to fill all the available cores. It should be noted that sometimes the best throughput is not achieved by using all the available cores of the machine due to memory bandwidth saturation or for load imbalance reasons. The best results are in Figure 12c and 12d for the parallel speedup. Using parallel replicas brings some performance improvement, more significant in some applications (FD and TM), while smaller in others. As already stated in 5, this is also due to a not perfect distribution of keys and the presence of operators with low compute resource demand. The parallel scalability (ratio between the throughput with parallel operators and the one measured with sequential operators on the same SPS) are reported in Table 4. Although WindFlow starts from a faster baseline, its average scalability is similar to the other SPSs.

Operator chaining. In FLINK and WindFlow the operators with the same number of replicas and connected with a forward distribution can be chained. Chained operators are executed by one thread by replacing data forwarding through queues with function calls. While this transformation reduces pipeline parallelism, it allows a potential better utilization of the CPU cores provided that the performance of the chained operators scales with more replicas. Figure 13 shows the groups of chainable operators with a red dashed box. We run each application with various replication degrees for each chained box and we report in Figure 13 the improvement/deterioration obtained in the best case.

![Fig. 12: Comparison between WindFlow against Storm, Flink and BriskStream. Throughput and speedup with sequential and parallel configurations of the operators (one tuple-at-a-time processing).](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FD</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>TM</th>
<th>WC</th>
<th>YB</th>
<th>LR</th>
<th>VS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STORM</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLINK</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>8.46</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRISKSTREAM</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>8.57</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WINDFLOW</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4: Use of parallel operators (scalability).**

![Fig. 13: Impact of chaining.](image)
chained, while in LR throughput is limited by the broadcast distribution after the dispatcher. In the other applications, chaining allows increasing throughput significantly, since the operators are very fine grained and handle high input rates, and chaining reduces communication overheads.

Impact of small batching. To increase throughput, BriskStream can be configured to batch inputs into jumbo tuples. The reduction of the processor stalls achieved with batching is obtained by computing the whole jumbo tuple within the same user function in the operators, which implies that the original source code needs to be modified to enable this optimization. We study the impact of this small batching in WindFlow by implementing in WC the same batching scheme applied with jumbo tuples of \( b > 0 \) items in BriskStream (where \( b = 1 \) means that each jumbo tuple contains one input only). We select WC because the splitter operator has a high selectivity (it produces 11.3 words per sentence on average) and it is the application in our suite that most benefits from the use of jumbo tuples. The results are shown in Figure 14 (left) with one replica per operator.

Both the SPSs benefit from processing batches within a single operator function to reduce processor stalls as advocated in [5]. Our library is 3.3 times faster than BriskStream in processing items one-at-a-time. It maintains about the same advantage by using jumbo tuples. Batches of \( b = 1 \div 8 \) are typical values adopted in prior works. To highlight WindFlow efficiency, we observe that BriskStream with \( b = 8 \) obtains similar performance than WindFlow with \( b = 1 \). Although this is not a general result, WindFlow is a fast tuple-at-a-time SPS, whose throughput can be further enhanced with small batching.

Use of concurrency control mechanisms. BBs are provided with two concurrency control mechanisms (blocking vs non-blocking) to handle synchronizations on the lock-free queues implementing the channels (see §4.4). Non-blocking synchronizations (used in the previous experiments) enhance responsiveness, by aggressively checking if push/pop operators succeed. This busy-waiting loop might impair performance when more threads run on different contexts of the same physical core. The busy-waiting thread contributes to fill the core pipeline with “useless” instructions that may interfere with the useful work of the other thread running on the same core. We present a study of this effect in Figure 14 (right). We selected TM because it is the most coarse-grained application in the suite. In the previous analysis, we looked for the best parallel configuration by having at most one thread per core. For TM, the highest throughput is achieved with 50 replicas of the Map-Matcher operator while the remaining 14 cores are used by the other three operators. The figure shows that in this configuration, the non-blocking policy obtains a small improvement (3%). We repeated the experiments by using all the logical cores of the machine (i.e., 128). In this configuration, some heavily utilized threads of the Map-Matcher operator are placed on the same core of some replicas of the other operators, which are less utilized and, in the non-blocking configuration, spend a significant fraction of time in the busy-waiting loop of their input queues. In this case, the use of the blocking mechanism increases the throughput of 12%, since it delays the execution of idle threads until they can do useful work. The library is configured to use the non-blocking policy if the number of threads does not exceed the available physical cores, otherwise it switches to the blocking mode.

Fig. 14: Effect of batching in WC (left), and of logical thread contexts in TM (right).

**Effect of thread mapping and pinning.** As stated in §4.4, WindFlow comes with a thread mapping and pinning strategy driven by the BBs structure. This mapping is based only on the topological connections between threads and does not leverage statistics of previous runs of the application as in more sophisticated strategies [8]. However, our policy does not need profiling of the application before its actual run. Figure 15 reports the normalized throughput of the applications executed in WindFlow without any mapping policy (threads are scheduled by the OS) compared with the previous results with mapping/pinning enabled. The results show that for the first three applications, the throughput loss is small (3.5%) while it becomes significant in the other applications (43%). In general, with more complex DAGs involving broadcast distributions (like in LR and VS), our mapping strategy plays an important role, where communicating threads are placed in sibling cores potentially sharing the L3 cache. We compared the L3 cache misses using the AMDuProf profiling tool officially provided by AMD. We selected LR for this analysis. With threads scheduled by the OS, the application issued 9.12 misses/k events while only 1.89 misses/k events are issued with mapping/pinning enabled. Interestingly, even without this optimization WindFlow is still faster than the other considered SPSs in all the seven applications.

Impact of different composition rules. The transition rules in §4 avoid centralization points in the distribution of outputs to the next operator, and they try to reduce thread oversubscription by combining on the same threads the tuple distribution tasks and the operator’s functional logic.
Experimentally, we have found that this strategy achieves better performance results. However, other transition rules could be used. We consider two alternative rules: i) every time a shuffle connection is needed (e.g., for keyby or broadcast tuple distributions), the runtime could use dedicated threads to perform the distribution, by removing the cost of this activity from the threads executing the replicas of the previous operator; ii) in the same case, the runtime could use one centralized thread performing the distribution of inputs to the replicas of the next operator. Both cases require to modify the transition rule “add-shuffle” in Figure 7. Figure 17 shows the effect of the composition rules (the WINDFLOW ones and the two discussed alternatives) on the structure of the SD application (we denote the distribution task with D).

![Figure 17: Different composition rules applied to SD.](image)

We report in Figure 18 the relative throughput obtained by these two alternative composition rules compared to WINDFLOW’s rules. The results previously obtained in Figure 12 serve as a baseline. The use of dedicated threads for the distribution logic can be conceptually useful in specific cases where the distribution is a bottleneck and the previous operator cannot be sufficiently replicated. However, in practice, it proved to be useless and even detrimental for performance, because the number of threads increases significantly, and oversubscription leads to time-sliced execution which induces overheads. The use of centralized distribution threads alleviates this problem. However, it reduces performance for fine-grained applications because it causes a throttling in the streaming flow, and throughput is limited by the output rate of the centralized distributors. Interestingly, the only application not suffering from this choice is TM, because the MapMatcher operator is a major bottleneck and the distribution tasks are not critical. We point out that one of the benefits of our BBs-based approach is the flexibility to easily implement new rules in the runtime system, and eventually to make the end user of the library able to select one specific composition approach by providing high-level hooks in the API for choosing the desired behavior.

![Figure 18: Impact of different composition rules of BBs.](image)

### 5.4 Latency Evaluation

We present an analysis of the end-to-end latency, measured as the elapsed time from when the input has been generated/received by the source (represented by the tuple’s timestamp field) to its eventual arrival at the sink. The idea is to generate inputs from the sources alongside with a timestamp representing the time at which they have been generated. Operators along the path from a source to a sink, copy the timestamp of the input item into the timestamp of all outputs produced by the same input. Finally, we collect statistics shown in Figure 16. Boxplots report the 5-th, 25-th, 50-th, 75-th and 95-th percentile of the latency. We chose five out of seven applications for this analysis. We excluded TM, because it is based on a different external library, and YB, which is based on 10-seconds windowed counts that make the latency values similar among the systems.

The latency is affected by the specific features of the SPSs, like the size of the message queues. To have a fair comparison, the applications have been run with a controlled input rate of $10K$ tuples/second, and we fixed the size of the message queues to $32K$ entries. The results show that WINDFLOW provides small and stable latency values. The BRISKSTREAM latency (in its best case with jumbo tuples equal to 1) is very similar to STORM (except in FD and VS). Among the traditional SPSs, FLINK provides the lowest latency. On average, the mean latency obtained by WINDFLOW is 12.7, 8.49 and 9.28 times smaller than the one of STORM, FLINK and BRISKSTREAM. Furthermore, we
point out that WindFlow is able to achieve a significantly lower tail latency, which is of great importance for latency-sensitive streaming domains like trading and real-time intrusion detection.

**Latency breakdown.** In this final part, we would like to break down the latency to identify the impact of the user code within each operator, which has been translated from Java to C++, and the time spent in the runtime system code (e.g., during the distribution and collection phases). For this reason, we repeated the latency measurement on LR and VS. To nullify the enqueueing time before operators, results have been collected using a low input rate of 20 inputs/second. Figure 19 shows the latency breakdown on WindFlow and Flink, the two SPSs providing the smallest latency values on these two applications.

![Latency breakdown: LR (left) and VS (right).](image)

The system time dominates latency. The user time is reduced by 5.2 and 1.3 times in LR and VS, while the system time is reduced by 5.5 times for both LR and VS. Therefore, besides a faster operator code thanks to the translation from Java to C++, WindFlow has a faster runtime system enabling efficient continuous stream processing.

**5.5 Comparison with C++ SPSs**

In this final part, we compare with the C++-based SPS StreamBox 10. StreamBox uses the morsel-driven parallelism model 9, where inputs are buffered in batches of records (called bundles), and dynamically scheduled for processing on a pool of threads. In StreamBox, the scheduling activity of bundles is performed in a centralized fashion, by leveraging lock-based primitives.

For the comparison we use the WC application, which was developed by the authors of StreamBox. We modified the WindFlow version in order to split strings using the same functions used by StreamBox (based on libc instead of libcpp). This improves the throughput with respect to the previous experiments with WC. The results are shown in Figure 20 with two different bundle sizes of b=10 (small) and b=100 (the default one). For WindFlow, the value of b corresponds to the size of jumbo tuples. In both systems, the two concepts have the same meaning: operators exchange messages containing several inputs (e.g., sentences between source and splitter, words between splitter and counter). We plot the throughput (in MB/s) achieved with different number of cores on our machine.

![Comparison with StreamBox (WC).](image)

WindFlow provides better throughput and scales well up to 16 and 32 cores, with small and larger batches respectively. StreamBox, due to its centralized scheduling, scales ideally up to few cores. Its maximum scalability with (b=100) is of 14.35 with 32 cores, while in the same scenario the scalability of WindFlow is of 27.8. StreamBox exhibits latency times of at least one order of magnitude greater than WindFlow ones (results are omitted for brevity).

**6 RELATED WORKS**

The work in 3 analyzes two main inefficiencies of traditional SPSs when executed on a single multi-core architecture. First, the large instruction footprint between consecutive invocations of the operator business logic code. Second, the cost of remote memory accesses in NUMA machines. To mitigate them, BriskStream 8 proposes the use of jumbo tuples and a profile-based mapping strategy of operators onto physical cores. WindFlow shows superior performance thanks to both the lock-free design of our BBs and the use of combiner blocks to reduce thread oversubscription. Furthermore, the mapping strategy of BriskStream is generally hard to be configured by the end users developing applications. WindFlow, instead, has an implicit mapping strategy driven by the BBs composition, which is transparent to programmers using WindFlow and does not require offline profiling of the operators.

Another family of SPSs for scale-up systems adopt the morsel-driven model 9. StreamBox 10 makes use of lock-based primitives to protect scheduling phases of batches onto threads, and indeed exhibited limited scalability compared with WindFlow. A recent work still adopting morsel-driven parallelism has been described in 11. It advocates a code generation approach to improve performance by fusing in a single tight loop several operators in pipeline. However, although useful for specific and important cases, such generative approach has some limitations in practice. First of all, the fact that it can only be applied when applications are expressed in terms of a declarative approach like SQL, where operators are the ones of relational algebra. This allows a high-level description of the query, that can be compiled by generating efficient runtime code. However, applications with generic DAGs and generic stateful operators with a user-defined state definition cannot be expressed. Indeed, the only stateful operator supported is aggregation (performed using sliding windows and standard aggregation functions).
An interesting research direction is to design new SPSs exploiting GPUs and FPGAs. For GPUs, the two main contributions are SABER [17] and FINESTREAM [21]. They adopt the same model of STREAMBOX. Both works support relational algebra queries and stateful operators, which are mostly window-based operators performing aggregation. When compared with traditional SPSs like STORM and FLINK, they exhibit at least one order of magnitude higher throughput. However, GPU processing for streaming applications is still limited to the ones in the domain of relational algebra queries, while no support for general-purpose stateful stream processing (actually supported by both STORM and FLINK) has been provided nor discussed. When comparing systems, both performance and expressive power should be considered. In this sense, the general-purpose model of WINDFLOW can be a valuable candidate to support general streaming on GPUs in the future. The same model can also be exploited to support FPGAs. Indeed, one prior work [32] in this regard still supports the sole compilation of relational algebra queries on FPGAs.

Some recent C++ systems for big data computations are PICo [33] and THRILL [34]. They target batch processing and distributed architectures. An interesting SPS for distributed architectures is STREAMINE3G [35]. This system has some commonalities with WINDFLOW (e.g., a C++ interface and the possibility to customize operators with user-defined code), but they target different scenarios. While WINDFLOW is targeting a single multicore, STREAMINE3G focuses on orthogonal properties like elasticity and fault-tolerance. The two approaches are thus complementary. The lightweight fault-tolerance approach developed in STREAMINE3G can be adapted to our Building Block design in the future, to target distributed domains.

7 Conclusions

WINDFLOW is a C++ library for data stream processing on multicores. The design of its runtime system has been done using a formal approach based on BBs, whose combinations are based on a formal semantics. These rules model important features of streaming applications, like shuffle communications and operator chaining. The experimental evaluation has been done against traditional and research SPSs. More specifically, WINDFLOW is in the worst/average/best case 2.23/11.5/48 times faster than STORM, 1.15/9.2/47 times faster than FLINK, and 1.28/9.8/50 times faster than BRISKSTREAM. Furthermore, it exhibited twice the scalability of the C++ micro-batching SPS STREAMBOX on a selected benchmark application.

In the future, we would like to investigate the full potential offered by our novel BBs abstraction layer. One critical issue in most of the SPSs is the right configuration of streaming applications in terms of both chaining and parallelism per operator, which requires a lot of effort by the application programmer. Moreover, our BBs could be used to design Machine Learning predictive approaches built on the structured domain of their possible composition and nesting. This could help in the development of improved auto-tuning approaches.
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